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Buchanan: The Ebb and Flow of Mormonism in Scotland, 1840-1900

the ebb and flow of mormonism
in scotland 1840 1900
frederick S buchanan

the story of mormonism

in scotland actually begins in canada

not surprisingly when one realizes that for thousands of expatriate scots
in the nineteenth century canada was a second homeland two
scotsmen alexander wright of banffshire
Banffshire and samuel mulliner of
Mid lothian had settled in upper canada now known as ontario in the
midlothian
mid 1830s and shortly thereafter they were converted to the mormon
church they soon let their relatives know about the new religion by
sending to scotland copies of parley P pratts A voice of warning and
in 1839 they were called to return to their homeland as emissaries of the
new american faith after four months of proselyting by may of 1840
they had baptized some eighty scots into the church and shortly
thereafter the first latter day saint branch was organized at paisley by
apostle orson pratt by the end of the century some ten thousand people
had joined the church in scotland and almost half of the converts had
left scotland as part of the mormon gathering to zion
the events of history do not occur in a vacuum however in
human history as in nature itself as john muir so aptly phrased it
humanhistory
when we try to pick out anything by itself we find it hitched to
everything else in the universe 1122 similarly in order to fully understand
the development of mormonism in scotland it is necessary to put that
experience in the perspective of the times by briefly sketching the
scottish conditions to which mormonism in the nineteenth century
was hitched to do this the nostalgic view of scotland encouraged by
the scots themselves as much as anyone as a land of tartan clad
clansmen or of romantic peasants crooning the auld scotch sangs
clansman
bangs of
robert bums or lady nairn must give way to a less ideal view of a land
in turmoil over the changes which were being forced upon it by the new
industrial order these dramatic changes made the scots the shock
troops of modernization because scotland was one of the first nations
to undergo the political economic and social trauma associated with
rapid industrial development 3
1

buchanan is an associate professor of educational studies at the university of utah the writer
benefited greatly from the insight of three friends nicholas burbules brigham madsen and monty mclaws in
the process of writing this paper however they bear no reponsiblity for the interpretations made
frederick
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nathaniel hawthorne gives a vivid sense of scottish city life when
Canon gate of edinburgh walter scotts mine own
he describes the canongate
romantic town
during an 1857 visit to auld reekie hawthorne
gazed down the horrible vistas of the closes which were swarming with
dirty human life as some mould and half decayed substance might
swarm with insects vistas down alleys where sin sorrow poverty
drunkenness all manner of somber and sordid earthly circumstances
had imbued the stone brick and wood of the habitations for hundreds
of years night he said hides the reality of these edinburgh slums
the home of layer upon layer of unfortunate humanity
and the change
from day to night symbolized for hawthorne the difference between a
poets imagination of life in the past and the sad reality 4 what then
were some of the sad realities which helped to shape the scottish nation
and prepared it to become a fertile seedbed for the message of the
mormon elders
the emergence of large urban areas changed considerably the
geography of scotland as the need for more coal mines and factories
Midlothian lanark
banark renfrew
crowded in on the once rural counties of midlothian
and ayr in place of villages where close knit family life dominated the
pace of living former rural villages like airdrie Coat
coatbridge
bridge and
wishaw became frontier towns seething conglomerations of squalor
and poverty whose police forces were kept busy trying to maintain a
semblance of law and order overcrowded conditions and frequent
unemployment generated yet another set of problems diseases such as
cholera high rates of infant mortality and an alarming degree of
drunkenness and crime 5
although thomas chalmers one of the leaders of the established
presbyterian church had said that the greatest challenge to the church
was the thousands of unchurched he
heathens
heathers
athens growing up in the slums of
the frontier towns the kirk was unable or unwilling to use its influence
to mitigate the evils of the industrial age 6 its impotency in face of the
dramatic changes that were occurring in the land may have been caused
by its own conservatism and by the insane divisions of the scotch
church the traumatic disruption of the 1840s when a dispute over the
role of the government in church affairs led to over four hundred
ministers leaving the established church presbyterianism was thus split
into a three cornered affair the official church of scotland the free
church of scotland and the united presbyterian church a weak basis
on which to meet the new theological cultural industrial and scientific
challenges appearing on every hand 7
A variety of organizations arose in this period to try to counter the
social and economic ills of the new age temperance societies
cooperative unions and more politically oriented organizations such as
the chartists all of which attracted the attention of large numbers of
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working class people in the late 1820s and early 1830s the attention of
Scot
scotlands
lands dispossessed was also attracted to the charismatic preaching
of a young minister from dumfries the reverend edward irving his
emphasis on the need for a return to primitive christianity and upon the
gifts of the spirit drew large crowds in the west of scotland in
edinburgh and later in london in april of 1830 when joseph smith
was establishing the LDS church in upper new york a great religious
awakening involving spiritual manifestations also swept through the
west of scotland and later spread to other parts of britain at this time it
was reported that among quite ordinary folk wonderful things had
occurred there were reports of miraculous healings of human faith
being answered by divine action of speech in unknown tongues of
ecstatic utterances in prayer and of exposition of scripture all in a power
that was preternatural 8
this religious awakening has been interpreted as a reaction to the
formalism and gloomy tendency of the old calvinism which seemed to
restrict the love of god and christs atonement to a few elect individuals
clergy of the national church of scotland such as the reverend
helensburgh began to preach a
macleod campbell of the rhu kirk in Helensburgh
more humane theology and of a god who was willing that all should be
saved unfortunately for irving and for campbell these religious
innovations also attracted the attention of their superiors in the church
of scotland and both men were expelled from the presbyterian ministry
in the early 1830s however the revival of which they were a part
sparked the development in great britain of the catholic apostolic
church this group with edward irving as one of its leaders claimed
that christianity had apostatized from the principles and practices of the
primitive church the sure sign of this apostate condition was that
christendom denied the need for the gifts of the spirit such as tongues
healings and prophecy these gifts it was claimed had now been
restored as part of the signs of the times which would culminate in the
imminent second advent of jesus christ 9
monnon missionaries came to scotland in 1839 they
when the mormon
were working a field which was ready for a message which promised
that god had spoken through quite ordinary folk and had restored the
authority practices and power of the primitive church nor was joseph
smith unaware of what was happening in scotland in february 1836 he
had a visit from two scotsmen who made inquiry about the work of the
lord in these last days and who discussed with him the religious ideas
of edward irving 10 indeed joseph recognized the similarity between the
Irving ites and his own claims about the need for a restoration in 1842
irvingites
he said that though they counterfeited the truth the irvingites
Irving ites were
perhaps the nearest of any of the modem sectarians
sect arians 11 unwittingly
they may have helped prepare the groundwork for the mormon success

11
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during its first decade in scotland the mormon church grew from
twenty one members and no organized branches in april of 1840 to
3291 members located in fifty seven branches in 1851 the steady
growth from 1840 to 1851 can be seen in the following table
TABLE
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in this period of continuous growth some seventy branches of the
church were organized in scotland twenty eight of them in the foremost
industrialized counties banark
lanark renfrew and ayr which at one time
Scotlands weaving industry and now were fast
had been the seat of scotlands
becoming the center of the coal mining industry most of the other
Clackmannan and
branches were situated in the vicinity of stirling fife clackmannan
edinburgh all in the scottish lowlands and also heavily involved in coal
Scot lands working class
mining and all of course the abode of scotlands
ism held out to the workers in the
mormonism
the attraction which Monnon
industrial areas of england has sometimes been explained by making
conversion nothing but a reflex of di spair 1311 no doubt a similar
Scotlands indusexplanation could be offered for the initial success in scotlands
trial counties certainly a sense of deprivation may have been a necessary
condition for conversion of some people but it is not a sufficient
condition As will be discussed later conversion was a very personal
thing and cannot be fully explained by any one set of circumstances
rather than being ei theror it appears to have been a combination of both
spiritual and material not to mention psychological needs that were
perhaps satisfied by the mormon promise
gibbons
As one reads william gibsons
Gib sons extensive journal for example the
religious and spiritual commitment is obvious he was converted to
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mormon truth claims of that there can be no doubt but gibson a former
chartist is just as fervent in acknowledging that he was leaving scotland
in large measure because of the grinding poverty he faced and that he
that he could call his own and own no master
wanted a piece of the soil teathe
thathe
but our god to those fellow miners who criticized his choice he posed
a challenging question does your parson speak against oppression of
your masters & in favour of the poor no they dare not for fear of losing
their place & their salary but they tell you from the pulpit to be content
gibbons
Gib sons
with your lot 14 while it may not explain every aspect of gibsons
conversion and decision to leave scotland perhaps his reformist bias is
one factor in shaping his view of mormonism as a means of escaping
adverse economic conditions for gibson it was apparently gods will
that he do so
landers who joined the
lowlanders
in contrast to the large number of Low
landers were attracted to the mormon
highlanders
church relatively few High
message charles dickens in a rhetorical flourish in his uncommercial
Highlanders joined
traveller has a mormon agent in 1863 say that no highlanders
mormons because they lacked interest in universal brotherhood and
the cormons
peace and good will had too much of the old fighting blood in them
and lacked faith in anything 15 dickens might have a point the more
traditional and parochial a society is the less it is likely to be amenable
High landers were agrarian people and were staunchly
to change the highlanders
committed to their conservative and after the disruption of 1842 wee
free presbyterianism there was also the language barrier of gaelic
Argyll shire and some of the western
mcintyre traversed argyllshire
although peter mclntyre
islands preaching to large groups in gaelic around 1845 though many
16
baptism
accepted
none
message
the
listened and even agreed with
when william mackay offered to preach mormonism in the gaelic
Highlanders in 1847 william gibson
language to our scottish highlanders
Mac
Kays efforts till the
mackays
expressed the hope that success would attend macnays
zion in 1850
ofzion
heather hills of old scotland reverberate with the songs of
suchd
a gaelic tract was even printed in inverness under the title do sucha
177
god
the
of
kingdom
after
seekers
stridh
siridh kioghachd dhe
while a few hardy sons and daughters of the mountains
accepted the mormon message it was not the heather hills of the
stacks and crowded dank alleys of
smokestacks
highlands but rather the smoke
industrial scotland which echoed with the songs of zion sung by
monnon congregations with the rapid increase in membergrowing mormon
ship in scotlands
Scot lands industrial heartland new church units were formed
so that between 1855 and 1859 there were actually four latter day
Kilm
klim amock edinburgh
saint conferences in scotland glasgow kilmarnock
and dundee As might be expected given its population of 345000
in 1851
1851 glasgow led the other conferences throughout this period
and throughout the nineteenth century in numbers of branches and
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mormons as all
membership sometimes accounting for twice as many cormons
other areas combined 18 for example in 1855 glasgow had 20 branches
and 1442 members edinburgh 14 branches and 666 members dundee
8 branches and 242 members and klim
Kilm amock 7 branches and 271
kilmarnock
members
with such rapid and sustained growth it is no wonder that the
millennial star proclaimed in 1848 scotland is doing wonders
we hope to see
upwards of 400 baptized during the last quarter
thousands of her enterprising noble sons come forward as valiant men in
this great and triumphant work of this last dispensation
scotland
let
then hear and she shall prevail 19
mormons in local scottish histories are few but one
references to cormons
history dealing with tranent published in 1883 referred to the latter day
saint congregation as flourishing to an extraordinary degree in the
mormons
monnons were large enough to support a brass
1860s and stated that the mormans
band within a few years however changes had occurred and the short
mormons in tranent concluded the body is entirely
history of the cormons
defunct all having renounced the doctrines of the prophet or flown to
the land of promise 112020
this terse statement is an accurate assessment of the decline which
followed the dramatic increase of the 1840s and 1850s not only in
tranent
Tranent but throughout scotland between 1855 and 1859 for instance
there was approximately a 50 percent or more decline in membership in
glasgow edinburgh and dundee conferences in the same period
Kilm amock went from a membership of 271 to 52 an 80 percent
kilmarnock
klim
decline three basic reasons internal to the mormon church may be
considered as contributing to the ebbing fortunes of mormon
congregations in scotland during the latter
iatter
half of the nineteenth century
latterhalfofthe
first the continual drop in conversions after the 1850s second the
siphoning off of the cream of the crop through emigration to utah
through the 1880s and third the practice of excommunicating large
numbers of members for real or perceived violations of church
discipline in the 1850s and 1860s

the most

obvious factor contributing to the longterm
long term
decline was simply that compared to the early years fewer people
were being attracted to the message of the restoration A glance at
the statistics on baptisms clearly underscores this reality during
the sixty year period beginning in 1840 and running through 1899
approximately some 10785 persons were baptized into the latter
day saint faith in scotland of the total who joined the church during
this period 30 percent did so during the first decade 32 percent
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joined in the second decade and 17 percent were baptized in the
1860s these may be considered the most fruitful years for mormon
conversions and certainly justify the proclamation in the millennial
star that scotland is doing wonders by stark contrast only 7 percent
of the total conversions can be credited to the 1870s with 8 percent
in the 1880s and a minuscule 5 percent of baptisms occurring in the
last decade of the century when it is recognized that baptisms
declined from as high as 559 in only one conference edinburgh in 1848
to as low as 35 in all of scotland in 1873 it is appropriate to characterize
the last thirty years of Monnon
ism in scotland as gie dreich
creich very
mormonism
bleak
another index of the decline is the shrinkage in the numbers of
monnon congregations it has been calculated that a total of
organized mormon
some seventy branches of the LDS church were organized in scotland
during the nineteenth century beginning with five organized in 1840 the
maximum number existing at any one time was about fifty coinciding
with the peak of membership 3291
1851 by 1860 the number of
3291 in 1851
branches had declined to thirty and by 1880 to fourteen by 1899 the
numbers had almost gone back to the number for 1840 six
congregations
that the decline was recognized as a reality is evident when
the
thekilmamock
kilmarnock conference merged with glasgow in 1858 and
dundee merged with edinburgh in 1868 in 1869 the membership in
the vicinity of the proud capital city had shrunk so low as to
require its reorganization as a branch of the glasgow conference on
the thirty fifth anniversary of the establishment of the glasgow
conference in 1875 a report indicated that in all of scotland there
monnon church with a total membership of
were but ten branches of the mormon
482 a number which had not been seen on the scottish records
since 1841

while there was considerable elation in the millennial star over the
fact that there were thousands in the 1840s and 1850s who found meaning
in the message of the missionaries one gets the impression from later
missionary accounts that proselyting work in the later years was
essentially one of trying to keep complete dissolution of the church at
bay hamilton G park brigham youngs business manager reporting
on his missionary labors in scotland in 1869 acknowledged that the
people in this country seems cold and indifferent as regards the gospel
and but very few manifest any desire to enquire after us as a people or
come and hear for themselves 112121 david mckenzie reported his missionary labors in scotland in 1874 as hopeful but in spite of an aggressive
newspaper advertising campaign we baptize only a few writing to
brigham young a year later mckenzie still had some hope but admitted
that
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it is not satisfactory to behold the indifference and the darkness of the
people as to their salvation our holy religion is very unpopular honest men
seem afraid to join us in many respects it is very different now from
formerly
nerly there are few local elders left in the mission who can represent
fort
fori
us fairly again the priests and editors have never ceased to lie about and
malign us and have established a deep seated prejudice against us ethe
the
work of over 35 years of constant labor while it is unquestionably true the
elders have not been able to keep pace with them in rebutting their
misrepresentations 22

in the mid 1880s reports from edinburgh still sounded some
hope but admitted that few feel interested enough to come to meeting
13
and comparatively few were being baptized 23
and from glasgow
george F hunter complained of a spirit of indifference in this land and
in all the districts where the elders are laboring there is little being done
in the way of making converts 24 elder john crawford reported in 1883
that the scottish saints were few and far between scattered all over the
country and most of them very poor there is only one conference in
scotland where there used to be four 25 and in 1890 after fifty years of
mormonism in scotland there were only a little over two hundred latter
day saints in what at one time had been one of the most fruitful fields of
16
the british vineyard 26
given the indifference and lack of growth it is easy to
understand why some might interpret the situation as proof that all
the believing blood of israel had been gathered out of scotland and
that all that remained were a few gleanings to be gathered up before
the final wrapping up scenes of the second coming hamilton G park
may have had this in mind when he told brigham young that the few
baptisms taking place in scotland were one of a city and two of a
family 27 when an unusually large crowd attended a mormon meeting
in edinburghs
Edin burghs seaton hall in 1880 the missionaries interpreted it to
mean that the time for uprooting the apostolic foundation laid many
years ago in this british modem athens had not yet arrived but the
implication was there that it soon would be 28 in spite of intense
proselyting there was an average of fourteen full time missionaries in
scotland during the 1890s with a peak of twenty four in 1897 yet
there was still a decided dearth of results as far as baptisms were
concerned
other more pragmatic reasons for the decline included missionaries not applying themselves to their labors with enough diligence the
lack of worthy role models among the local priesthood and the use of
whiskey and tobacco by the church members 2921 whatever the precise
reasons were for the decline there can be no doubt that in contrast to the
heyday of conversions in the earlier years the task of converting the
scots to mormonism in the latter part of the nineteenth century was a
slow business 30 and the results in terms of numbers at least must be
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judged minimal
but barely

monnon church in scotland did survive of course
the mormon

paralleling the decline in conversions and contributing to the
overall reduction of the mormon congregations in scotland was a
continual siphoning off of the faithful to zion next to obeying the
command to be baptized the doctrine of the gathering loomed large as
a test of ones faithfulness because of this between 1850 and 1859 over
eighteen hundred scottish saints emigrated and in the next decade
approximately sixteen hundred left scotland although the numbers
leaving in the decade 1870 79 were only about 60 percent of the numbers
leaving in the earlier decade yet they still constituted a significant
proportion of the growth in the church during the years when the
baptismal rate was dropping the following table vividly reveals the
31
emigration
decline
to
overall
the
which
contributed
extent to
TABLE 2

years
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890

59
69
79
89
99

1850 99

emigration
as of baptisms

baptisms

emigration

3477
1864

1871
1559
956
772

54
83
125
88

171

31

5329

71

767
874
546

7528

reduced to its barest terms the point of becoming a member of the
church was to save oneself before the judgment day and to prepare for
the imminent second coming and the doctrine of the gathering was

seen as an essential aspect of that preparation the twentieth century idea
of staying in scotland and creating a zion society there was simply not
monnon strategy not until 1899 were scots told that god
part of the mormon
12
by contrast in the
would look after them in scotland as well as in utah 32
1850s and 1860s there appears to have been a distinct notion that not to
emigrate was going against the counsel of the brethren and perhaps even
of god As henry hamilton recorded in his assessment of a new convert
in 1855 1 1I could see he had some faith in the principles of the gospel
he desired to go to america 113333
Scot lands loss it was difficult to sustain a viable
utahs gain was scotlands
mormon community in scotland in the latter part of the nineteenth
century the enthusiastic scottish response to the gathering forestalled
that possibility almost 50 percent of the total new growth through
baptisms in the nineteenth century was siphoned off through
cormons of lay leadership
emigration given the emphasis among the mormons
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the surprising thing is perhaps not that the church didnt grow but that
it even survived

when the loss in total membership through reduced conversions
and emigration is considered alongside the loss through
excommunication especially in the early years the survival of the
mormon church in scotland is even more surprising for example in the
decade 1850 to
io 1859 during which 3477 people were baptized a total of
2269 ex communications are recorded leaving a net gain for the decade
of 1208
TABLES
table3
tabled

baptisms and Ex communications

1850 59
185059

800
700
goo
600
500

400
300
200
too
100
loo
0

1850 1851 1852 1853 1854 1855 1856 1857 1858 1859
years

ex
excommunications in the 1850s
although the high rate of communications
65 percent of new baptisms was actually atypical of other decades

percent 14 percent and 5 percent respectively in the 1860s 1880s
and 1890s the basis for natural growth was negated during the 1850s by
the excommunication of so many members from a purely numerical
perspective there was no foundation upon which to build the mormon
community in scotland when combined with over eighteen hundred
who emigrated during the 1850s and over fifteen hundred in the 1860s
the effects of this aggressive excommunication policy can be interpreted
as no less than devastating nevertheless the rationale appears to have
been that if only a few could enter the strait and narrow way then the
church would have to be purged of those who did not meet the exacting
standards 34
it must be acknowledged however that not all ex communications
may have been justified authoritarianism and personal pique too
13
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15
often were involved in the disciplining of members 35
in some cases
it may have represented a too strenuous striving for unquestioned
obedience on the part of local leaders according to david M stuart
the leaders of the edinburgh conference in 1860 were too apt to resort
to excommunication when some opposed their plans the leadership
even questioned the authority of the mission representatives stuart
suggested that the conflict arose because we preach salvation and they
want donation for the support of the conference leadership 36
the minutes of the edinburgh conference in 1851 express concern
over the large number of people being excommunicated and regard it as
evidence that new converts were joining the church before they had a
clear conception of what it meant to follow the laws of god 113737 the
mormon conception of being saved was more than simply sayingone
saying
one
sayi
ngone
believed in jesus in joseph smiths revelations or in the principles of the
gospel
hospel there was a clear expectation that one should act in certain ways
termination of church membership could be justified by a person being
found guilty of keeping company with the world treating the servants
stacy and
of god with contempt drunkenness neglect of duty apo
apostacy
apostasy
sacrilegious conduct daniel brown was called before the dundee
sacriligious
council because he had opened his shop on the sabbath while another
brother was accused of not comming to his duty he had objections in
regard to plurality of wives in 1852 a priest adamson was charged
with rebellion when he argued with the presiding officer in the falkirk
council meeting he was cut off but a fellow backslider john frew
was forgiven when he came before the council and confessed his failure
to attend meetings he didnt like being deprived of his millennial star
and addressing the council he said i ask your forgiveness and desire an
interest in your faith and prayers for i am determined to go on and be
saved 38
disfellowshipped
ped entire
sometimes the presiding authorities disfellowship
branches in order to discipline the saints the girvan branch in ayrshire
was charged with filth drunkenness quarreling backbiting at the
glasgow conference in 1849 in the same year most of the members of
dalry branch also in ayrshire were disfellowshipped
the dairy
ped because they
disfellowship
had been led astray by one of their leading elders who had been mixing
his mormonism with the fire and faggot principles of chartism
the
reform movement which in scotland actually took on a religious aura 3919
while the high rate of excommunication in general reflects the seriousness with which the duty of a latter day saint was viewed it might also
be interpreted as a measure of the leaderships lack of tolerance for
human frailty nor can the possibility be ignored that those who
challenged the strict interpretation of the gospel laws did so because they
felt their individual free agency threatened by the demands made on
them
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eventually a more tolerant attitude seems to have developed with
respect to infractions of church discipline because in the decades
of the 1850s there is a
excommunications
ex
following the wholesale communications
decided decrease in the excommunication rate efforts were also made
to retrieve those who had deviated from the faith most of the members
of the girvan and dalry
dairy branches were re baptized shortly after they had
been cut off from the church alexander gillespie reported that much of
Cowdenbeath branch was spent working with
his time as president of the cowdenbeath
saints who had in his opinion been cut off prematurely for many he
succeeded in keeping the flickering light that was in them aglow one
gets a keen sense of the personal concern that alexander gillespie felt not
only for the eternal welfare of these people but for their value as human
10
perhaps the radical
beings who deserved to be treated with respect 40
decrease in excommunication in the period after 1870 indicates that
alexander gillespie was not alone among local leaders who resisted the
temptation to exercise unrighteous dominion over their flocks
the sense of urgency which went with being a member of the
church in those days is seen in the blessings given to two infants in the
dalry branch in 1849 just a year after all the members of the branch had
dairy
been reinstated in the church these children margaret mcdonald and
david hutcheson were blessed and promised that they would see jesus
come in his glory and reign with him on earth 114141 henry hamilton
expressed the common hope that the day will soon be here when the
servents
vents of the leaving god
ser
chii
chil
childem
childern
dern of men will have no power over the serpents
childers
overthrough
when he will over
through the wicked and the saints wil reign with the
lord god a 1000 years on the earth and may it soon be accomplished 114242
such was the faith of many of the ten thousand scots who joined the
church in the nineteenth century who set their eyes zionward and
who met the strict requirements of being one of the chosen people of the
latter days

the mormon missionaries were not of

course dealing with
aggregates but with individuals and the scottish mormon experience
cannot be adequately appreciated without an understanding of what it
was like to become a mormon in the middle of the nineteenth century
who were these people who allied themselves with the strange doctrines
from america why did they join such an unpopular group what
finned them in their position how
confirmed
experiences did they have that con
were they viewed by the majority
As already noted the bulk of the mormon branches were situated
Mid lothian and ayr
in the industrialized counties of lanark
banark renfrew midlothian
cormons who
an examination of the occupations of a segment of those mormons
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set out for utah during the years 1850 70 indicates that scottish
mormons were solidly working class of 588 scottish mormon
cormons
males who are listed in the liverpool emigration records for the
406
40.6 percent were identified as from the mining
foregoing years 406
115 percent were listed as being associated with the textile
industry 11.5
115
industry laborers made up 78
7.8 percent metal workers including
78
7.1
blacksmiths accounted for 71
71 percent and the leather industry was
5.4
represented by 54
54 percent three major working class occupations
then accounted for three quarters of the sample group with the
remaining 25 percent consisting of carpenters stonemasons gardeners
farmers bakers and ropernakers
ropemakers middle class professionals were
ropemakers
apparently not absent however and one can find listed among the
scottish emigrants individuals who listed their occupation as a surgeon
41
dentist druggist schoolteacher and schoolmaster 43
however these are
a minuscule number compared to those who might be classified as
members of the working class
the foregoing figures compare very favorably with malcolm
thorps analysis of the class background of twenty one scottish
mormon converts for the period 1837 52 he identified 80 percent of the
scottish converts as being working class 10 percent lower middle class
and 10 percent middle class in contrast his sample of english converts
reveals that only 56 percent were identified as members of the working
class given the limited number of persons included in thorps study
care must be taken not to read too much into it however along with the
statistical breakdown of scottish emigrants in the churchs
churche emigration
records it appears to be a relatively accurate reflection of a general
mormons
cormons
tendency for the morr
Mori nons to make converts among the working class
morinons
especially in scotland 44
this class basis of the mormon converts may explain in part the
mormons met in Scot
mormans
success which the monnons
scotlands
lands industrial heartland with
their emphasis upon a lay ministry open to all regardless of rank or
cormons preached a relatively egalitarian type of christianity
status the mormons
which stood in stark contrast to the exclusionary policies of the
established church with its pew rental fees and its middle class emphasis
upon proper attire for church attendance one 1838 critic of the state
churche official errors asserted that its leaders were more concerned
churchs
for the prosperity of toryism of if you will tyranny than they are for the
amelioration of the industrious poor or the progress of genuine religion
in the course of this radical critique mention is made of the assumption
that the workers were ignorant rude and consisting of the scum
terms used in the 1840s to describe those who
mob and rabble
41
mormons
Mor mons 45
associated with the cormons
the relative poverty of the saints then may have conditioned them
to identify with the mormon message at least that is the impression one
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gets from samuel W richards president of the scottish conference in
1847 at the height of mormon success he wrote that hundreds of
members wanted to leave scotland with him and that all is moving
extremely well in this country and kingdom belonging to the work of
god the hearts of this people were bound up in us as servants of god
mormons
mormans
Mon
Mor nons
mons
after this expression of the faithfulness of the scottish monnons
samuel richards goes on to give his impression of their material status
struggle ing through adverse
the saints generally in this country are well but struggleing
scenes of poverty they are generally poor and labour very little at many
times to be got and when plenty their wages will scarcely get them a living
noncharacteristic of the saints alone it is with all the poorer classes
notcharacteristic
this is not characteristic
of people in this country and kingdom my soul feels the distress which
pervades this land 46

given these kinds of circumstances during the time of greatest
mormon
monnon
conversions the mon
non linking of spiritual salvation with a better life
here and now cannot be entirely discounted as a factor in conversion
there is a strong emphasis on practicality which runs through the
scottish character and there are enough references to the importance of
temporal salvation in journals and in the millennial star to suggest that
monnon message in addition to saving souls was
for some converts the mormon
mormons
also viewed as saving people here and now indeed when the cormons
won a public debate in kilbimie
Kilb imie ayrshire in 1842 by a margin of five
to one their opponents charged that those who had voted for the saints
were actually socialists and they might well have been given the long
reformers
onners 4711
ayrshire history of nurturing radical politicians and social ref
one scottish convert of some stature william budge was
interested in the social reforms of the day and his uncle david budge
was a member of robert owenss
banark community as well as
oweiss new lanark
being editor of a socialist newspaper in lanarkshire 4811 during another
debate on the merits of
ofmormonism
glasgowe
glasgows
ws socialists
mormonism the leader of Glasgo
publicly defended the latter day saint point of view saying that what he
had heard about mormonism was a decided improvement on
christianity and expressing the hope that it would be universally
accepted and practiced 49
while explaining the conversion process as nothing but a reflex of
despair grossly oversimplifies the process of conversion it still must be
ism had within it elements ofegalitarianism
recognized that mormonism
of
egalitarianism and
Monnon
social justice which coincided with the rise in scotland of social
monnon missionaries spoke in the words of
democratic trends the mormon
john greenleaf whittier to a common feeling they minister to a
universal want 50 in a land permeated by the social democratic cult of
robert bums the popular notion that a mans a man for a that if it
does not completely explain the mormon success among the
unchurched masses certainly must have made the work of the
11
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mormon proselyters
rs easier than if they had had to overcome a disposition
proselyte
favoring social elitism and autocracy

in sampling the conversion accounts of early converts one gets the
impression that those who converted were from homes in which religious
values were dominant only one indicated that he had a tendency toward
infidelity in religious matters the converts did not have to be convinced
of the importance of religious belief they were apparently predisposed
to believing what they identified in mormonism satisfied some sort of
idiosyncratic interest or longing alexander baird recounted that even as
a child he was puzzled over the belief that god would want to send
children to hell and that he and his sister often prayed in the fields that this
would not be their fate when he heard a mormon elder discourse about
the mormon concept of a loving god he knew immediately that the
doctrine was true and at the age of fourteen was baptized 51
james ure recounted that he considered all the contending factions
of christianity corrupt and held aloof from them when ure first heard
alexander wright and samuel mulliner preach he was astonished to
bind
hind
rind that two plain simple and seemingly illiterate men could be the
find
bearers of the restored gospel 1 I unhesitatingly received their testimony
embraced the gospel went and was baptized 52 some like john
duncan were attracted by the practice of immersion which to them had
always seemed to be the correct way to be baptized 53 alexander
gillespie was attracted to the mormon message because of the
impression the missionaries had given him he wanted to know more
about an organization which could produce such excellent young men
and applied the by their fruits ye shall know them test in deciding
14
mormons
Mormons 54
whether to join the cormons
robert gillespie was convinced by the arguments given in debates
mormons and non cormons
mormons the cormons
mormons usually came out
between cormons
best although they were unlearned 55 when william macmaster first
decided to attend a mormon meeting he did so because he wanted to
mormans in
mormons
satisfy himself if all the rumors being spread about the monnons
paisley were true he heard samuel mulliner preach and was
immediately convinced that what the preacher from america had said
was true he arose in that same meeting bore testimony and was
baptized three weeks later as one of the first eighty persons to join the
mormon church in scotland 56
monnon
joann walker heard the message from her fellow factory worker
elizabeth stuart as she worked at her loom in a factory at her first
meeting she witnessed the gift of tongues demonstrated the
interpretations of which indicated to her that she would join the church
and be gathered to zion she did both 57 william mcfarland and his
friend thomas crooks had been actively seeking the true religion and
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had visited all the churches in the town ofdysart
of
dysart fife when george D
watt brought the mormon message to the village mcfarland told him
mormons could givethem
give them the knowledgethat
knowledge that angels had
that if the cormons
indeed appeared to joseph smith then watt could dip him in any
mudhole he pleased both mcfarland and crooks were baptized 58 for
some like robert mckinlay the process of being converted extended
over a number of years culminating in a manifestation involving a
heavenly messenger who showed mckinlay in vision that the non
mormon churches in lochgelly
monnon
Loch gelly were surrounded with darkness while
the mormon meeting place was bathed in light that was enough to
convince mckinlay and from then on he knew mormonism was true 59
most of the converts were young men in their late teens or early
twenties and their conversion accounts focused on the one idea or notion
that seemed to attract them to the mormon religion some no doubt
joined because of the influence of family members or close friends some
may have been baptized because of guilt feelings over sin or unworthiness some were convinced because they witnessed healings and
speaking in tongues there is even evidence to indicate that the great
cholera plague of the late 1840s in the west of scotland scared a great
either because they believed they were in
many into the church
imminent danger of dying in a sinful state or out of a belief that being a
mormon would save them from the cholera 60
in these accounts it can be seen that conversion to mormonism was
a process characterized by a great deal of diversity running all the way
monnon
from what appeared to listeners to be the plain logic of the mormon
position which seemed to characterize robert gillespies experience to
mormans
monnons
the almost mystical experience of robert mckinlay although mormons
preached one lord one faith one baptism there was also a decidedly
individualistic refrain in the testimonies which have been recorded
everyone seemed to have come to his or her testimony from a slightly
different perspective the religious experience had to meet the
individual needs of the converts
lii
ill

the presbyterian response to mormon truth claims was to dismiss
it as not being a genuine religious experience and that ignorance
monnon success
credulity poverty and despair were at the roots of mormon
when the edinburgh presbytery debated the question of church support
of state aid to toschools
schools in scotland the moderator the reverend dr
robert lee referred to the fearful ignorance that prevailed in the
manufacturing parishes that he had had u nnder
der his care lee noted that
much had been made in scotland of the ignorance in the county of kent
england where a man named thorns had claimed to be the messiah and
11
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had collected a following scots he implied should not forget that they
too had ignorant masses for instance
ism was first preached in the west of scotland there
mormonism
when Monnon
appeared there a man who preached absurdities so gross that one wondered
that any man even a hottentot could receive them and believe them and
what was the result even in the midst of all their parish schools and
educational institutions it was a fact that hundreds of persons were baptized
Scotch men were at present
in the faith of joe smith and that scores of scotchmen
scotchmer
expiating the follies of which they were then guilty at nauvoo with facts
like these would any man pretend that nothing was wanted in the education
scotland6161
of scotland

lees

assessment of mormonism as appealing to the fearful
ignorance of the masses can be seen as a typical intellectual and in large
measure secularized response of a church of scotland which in many
ways had lost touch with its own new testament roots as well as with the
industrial masses the established church had become very respectable
rational and institutional in its interpretation of christianity As noted
earlier if the kirk could brand some of its own sons as heretics for
encouraging the millennialist and restorationist movement in the west of
scotland in april 1830 it should not come as a surprise that they
considered the mormon claims to spiritual power as counterfeit and
founded in credulity and ignorance the emphasis on the gifts of the
mormons was enough to brand them as
spirit being used by uneducated cormons
fanatics in the eyes of the official kirk
lees comments also reflect the dominant middle class bias of the
kirks leadership in their belief that literacy and bible reading would
console reconcile and redeem the unchurched urban working
classes 62 although the church of scotland attempted to recapture the
allegiance of the workers they were not able to make any substantial
inroads among the workers until they moderated some of their middle
class orientation and began to take an active part in efforts to change the
social conditions of the workers with typical protestant faith in the value
of education lee seemed to be saying that if people in the industrialized
areas were literate they would not have become prey to the
blandish ments of mormon fanaticism
blandishments
in 1849 the kilmarnock standard ridiculed the pretentious claims
mormons
Mormons poked fun at a local man st john for claiming power
of the cormons
to heal the sick and followed it through with an account of a failed
attempt at healing by a high priest a neighbouring
ing weaver the lack
neighbour
of hearing and the hunchback persisted even after repeated attempts to
effect a cure and the article concluded it may be mentioned that the
adherents of mormonism in this quarter of the country are invariably
characterized by their ignorance 116163 partly because they drew people
from the unlettered and unchurched masses then and partly because they
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mormons were
claimed to be able to effect cures on the physically ill cormons
viewed as ignorant fanatics not worthy of serious consideration in press
reports
mormons who were viewed in this light
mormans
however it was not just monnons
even wesleyan methodists were characterized as being a subclass of
ignorant people in the larger cities and a presbyterian sponsored religious
revival in kilsyth in 1839 brought this censure from the scotsman
surely the pure and rational religion of christ has no connection
Is it not evident that a faith
paintings and convulsions
with these faintings
planted in this way has its roots in the nerves and not in the rational
61
mormons were never given to faintings
fain tings and
paintings
faculties564
faculties 564
faculties61
although the cormons
convulsions as manifestations of the spirit no doubt the kirk saw
mormonism as decidedly rooted in irrationality what was and was not
acceptable in religion was based on the premise that the kirk had the
correct rational interpretation of true religion consequently the
establishment condemned with equal vigor both native born and foreign
enthusiasts who departed from traditional patterns of belief and practice
for the latter day saints however there was the added onus that not
only were they misled irrational and ignorant but according to the
reverend john R swan of the bonhill relief presbyterian church the
Mormo nites were also advocates of gross heresy & error 65
mormonites
criticism was not limited to rhetoric but was also expressed in acts
of violence latter day saints were stoned in kirkpatrick and mobbed in
busby and joseph smiths effigy was burned at the tollbooth in
Cros shill in ayrshire in 1849 a mob of three
Clack mannan in 1842 at crossbill
clackmannan
hundred men women and children surrounded the house in which the
meeting was being held and disrupted the assembled saints with howling
and the throwing of stones after the meeting a hundred members of the
cormons to maybile
maybole throwing stones and abusing
mob followed the mormons
them in ayrshire in 1844 robert campbell reported that a number of
investigators were prevented from joining the church because of being
bound down by their tyrannical employers who threatened to dismiss
cormons
Mor mons 66 so threatening did the disruptions
persons who became mormons
become in edinburgh in 1850 that the report of the edinburgh
conference carried the official british law which prohibited the
disruption of religious assemblies 67 when a mob actually broke up a
mormon meeting in paisley its leaders were arrested for disturbing the
peace the magistrate promised that he would mete out heavy
punishment if they attempted to disturb another mormon meeting
asserting that scottish law would protect the preacher in the barn as well
61
as the one in the pulpit 68
mormons when
however the law did get involved against the cormons
elder thomas stewarts reliance on the healing gifts of the spirit led to
his being charged with culpable homicide in the deaths of two young
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mormon
monnon women elizabeth and mary murray the glasgow herald
reporting the case under the headline extraordinary case cholera
treatment by the latter day saints said it didnt know whether to
characterize the affair as one of inhumanity barbarism or fanaticism
the report criticized the elders for failing to call medical aid for the two
women and belittled the efforts of the elders to cure cholera through
prayer and anointing according to the newspaper report a group of male
members of the mormon church with sisters to match
ranted around
the bed of the poor girls all night till they died instead of sending for a
doctor 69 although a charge of culpable homicide was made against
stewart the millennial star reported that when he was brought before the
magistrates he bore himself nobly faced his accusers boldly preached
the gospel to them in his defence until they were ashamed of themselves
10
and were glad to dismiss the matter 70
this newspaper account also reveals a degree of class bias in its
reporting the death of the two young women when it lists the trades of
those who participated in the all night vigil a belt maker two weavers
a clerk a sawyer and a collier in doing so the glasgow herald seems
mormon assumption that common people
to be holding up to ridicule the monnon
without any special training can be intermediaries in spiritual and even
medical matters not quite the conventional view of the requirements
for the ministerial or healing professions such comments seem to
suggest that mormonism was criticized as much because of its close
association with the working classes as for its peculiar or erroneous
theology
the formal religious journals of the day also responded negatively
to the upstarts from america that such a system founded on superstition
could manage to find any adherents in scotland at all was something of
a surprise to rational presbyterians
Presbyte rians who also saw a striking analogy
betwixt mormonism and popery betweenjoe
between joe smith and pius the ninth
both churches were perceived as of human or rather of satanic origin
both added to the scriptures practiced despotism controlled their people
through physical force and made great profession of religion
cormons
Mor mons and papists
ultimately said the editor of the bulwark mormons
papista will
probably unite but at all events they are only two branches of gatans
satans
great army against the truth and liberty of the gospel of christ 11771 there
is some irony in this comparison because catholicism in the nineteenth
mormons and scottish presbyterians
century was viewed by both cormons
Presbyterians as the
ultimate model of apostasy it must indeed have been disconcerting for
mormons
cormons to find the prophet joseph being linked in the presbyterian
mind with the man of sin himself pius the ninth for the
presbyterians
Presbyte rians however democratic participation in the government of
church and state even when it leads to some confusion and disruption
was to be preferred over the control which both catholicism and
I1
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mormonism was perceived as exerting over their followers in catholic
dominated countries and in mormon dominated nauvoo and utah
Mormoni sms peculiar institution polygamy also stimulated
mormonisms
slon albeit reluctantly in the religious press an editorial in the
sion
discus
discussion
united presbyterian magazine in 1852 referred to the mysterious
orgies of the nauvoo temple and the plural wife system and the
editorial admitted that it was with some reluctance that it made any
reference at all to mormonism with its immoralities however the editor
did so only because such publication might perhaps do good in warning
some thoughtless persons meditating emigration to the great theocratic
1112
72
settlement in america 1172
the october 1853 issue observed that
ism was growing rapidly in the united states and that it was not
Monnon
mormonism
a little humbling to observe that while this increase is occasioned by
1171
73
importations from europe the largest number go from britain 1173
it is
mormons
not possible to know how many scots were saved from the cormons
by the religious press but it is not unreasonable to assume that it played
some role in reducing the numbers of converts over the years
in spite of a poor press and being characterized as superstitious
ignorant credulous and under the complete control of their leaders
thousands of scots listened believed the message from america and
joined the mormon church the faith they espoused became an important
part of their personal value system gave them a deep sense of their place
in the world and contributed to their perception of themselves as a people
with a mission to build the kingdom of god in the last days in this
respect they were also aligning themselves with the traditional
perception of scotland as a redemptory nation according to bernard
aspinwall nineteenth century scots perceived their nations mission in
essentially religious terms and in this way they easily identified with the
american ethos whatever force drove the scots forth they could find
solace in some providential plan for individual national and universal
regeneration they had been and still were a chosen people 74 because
of this the scots related easily to america and its values if this is indeed
an accurate description of the scottish temper it may also explain why so
many scots gave their allegiance to the prototypical american religion
mormonism
IV

if the years between

1840 and 1870 were bountiful years for the
growth of mormonism in scotland and give the appearance of a field
ready to harvest the 1870s and 1880s may best be described as sparse and
with the appearance of a pasture well trodden over the foregoing
discussion has attempted to delineate a sense of some of the social
economic and personal factors which may have contributed to the early
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success of the mormon missionaries also suggested were some of the
internal mormon circumstances reduced conversion rates increased
ex communications and emigration which depleted the church and kept
it from growing to round out the picture it is necessary now to briefly
dome
some of the external non mormon factors which may have had
consider come
a bearing on the reduced capability of the mormon missionaries to make
converts in the period 1870 to 1900 it should be noted however that
what follows is more in the nature of a series of hypotheses which need
further investigation than a list of thoroughly documented historical
conclusions at least as far as explaining the mormon decline is
concerned
scotland of the last part of the nineteenth century was a different
country from that of the 1840s and 1850s although there was persistent
depression in trade accompanied by price declines during the period
1873 to 1896 scottish workers still enjoyed relative prosperity during
these years 75 in the social arena many of the reforms the chartists and
others had fought for had been realized as universal education became a
reality public health measures made cities safer places in which to live
and working people acquired more power through extension of the
franchise it is no accident that two of the first members of the british
parliament representing the rising power of the labor unions were scots
hardle
hardie in 1892 hardie the
alexander macdonald in the 1870s and keir
keirhardie
miners leader from ayrshire is generally recognized as one of the
founders of the british labour party and partly because of its scottish
roots and keir hardies role in its founding british socialism developed
a strong moral and religious overtone absent were the strident and bitter
tones which characterized the marxist perspectives in their place was a
strong redemptive urge which even saw the creation of scottish labor
churches and socialist sunday schools in the 1890s socialism for
1176
76
hardie was the industrial expression of christianity 1576
if the lay features
of mormonism had attracted some scots in the 1840s the possibility of
the working classes seeing their political aspirations realized in the 1880s
may also have taken the edge off the mormon appeal in the later years
in addition to recognizing the aspirations of the working classes for
more political power there was a revival of interest in the preservation
Scot lands cultural heritage and increased sensitivity on the part of the
of scotlands
centralized government in london to the need for some degree of
devolution in the government of scotland during the 1880s it was
recognized that the needs of the scots were not well served by the london
government consequently a secretary for scotland was appointed and
adjustments were made which gave scots a fairer representation in the
imperial parliament when felt needs for national identity were attended
to there may have been less impetus for fewer scots to identify with
mormon nationalism 117777
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important as the foregoing developments may have been for the
decline of mormonism in scotland perhaps the most compelling reason
lies in the fact that the presbyterian church of the 1880s had undergone
a revolution and was not at all like the kirk of the 1840s the traditional
austere sparse theology and practice of its basic calvinism had collapsed
by the 1880s the extreme emphasis upon predestination and the notion
that god had already chosen his elect the literal interpretation of the
sabbath keeping gave way to a church
bible and an obsession with sabbathkeeping
dominated by the healing of the new testament rather than the
ferocities
fero cities of the old testament 117878
the changes were not only in theology however the mode of
worship changed with the introduction of hymn singing in 1864 and in
the following year the reverend norman mcleod took a public stand
Sabbat arians who supported the closing of public parks on
against the sabbatarians
sunday the only day that the workingman and his family could enjoy
some recreation pews in church were no longer dependent on fees and
inhibitions on how one should dress for worship were removed
in such ways the established kirk began to bridge the gap which had
Scot lands working class in addition the
separated it from so many of scotlands
church of scotland recognized the need for active intervention on behalf
of those who had been dispossessed by the industrial revolution the
existence of extremes of poverty and wealth was inconsistent with the
concept of the social gospel church leaders seemed to be moving toward
accepting the notion that religion could only be real once a certain
material level of living had been attained 7971 an idea which finds its echo
in the traditional mormon notion that a religion which has not the power
to save men temporally and make them prosperous and happy here
cannot be depended on to save them spiritually 8010
transfonnation of the church of scotland was not simply a
the transformation
pragmatic accommodation to the realities of the age and its own need
to survive as an institution the change from a rigid calvinism to a
more liberal and humane perspective was rooted in a genuine intellectual
and spiritual ferment and questioning which came to a head in the
1880s concurrently another kind of american religion came to
scotland when the noted evangelist and preacher dwight L moody and
the singer ira D sankey brought their revival crusade to caledonia in
1873 while there had been opposition to earlier emotion filled revivals
in the 1840s the kind of revival instigated by moody and sankey in the
1870s took scotland by storm and influenced the religious scene there
more profoundly than in england the enthusiastic preaching the joyous
singing and the sense of uplift together with happy conversion
brought to the scots a religious populism that cut across theological
refinements by its fundamental appeal 81 if this is an accurate
assessment of the impact of the moody and sankey type of revival then
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one can see within its success yet another factor which made the
mormons with their emphasis on an old testament type of leadership
mormans
monnons
practice of polygamy precise definitions of what is correct belief and
exclusive claims to being the only true church less appealing to the
scots of the late nineteenth century
the revitalization of the kirk did not mean that all of scotland had
been transformed into a nation dominated by spiritual concerns as in all
of western europe the drift towards secularism could not be stayed by
the enthusiasm of a moody and sankey revival a regenerated church of
scotland or even aggressive mormon proselyting however the longterm trend in the secularization of society accompanied by the
revitalization of the kirk the popular involvement in the political
Scot lands national
process and even the rise of spectator sports such as scotlands
filba were more than a match for the mormon message
fitba
cormons didnt try to convert the scots during these
not that mormons
gie dreich
creich years there was an average of fourteen full time missionaries in scotland during the 1890s and time and energy were expended
in reaching out to the population via the newspapers in the 1870s
david 0 calder traveled fifteen hundred miles throughout scotland
meeting with editors merchants manufacturers ministers and others
12
of the middle classes but with little apparent return for his efforts 82
in
1889 the scottish conference president samuel T whitaker conducted
a newspaper campaign to inform scotland about the mormon message
3.6
and claimed to have borne his testimony to 36
36 million people in this way
he spent a lot of time responding to absurd ideas which people had
mormons
about the cormons
Mormons some imagined that mormon is another name for
marry and that to become a mormon meant instantaneous wedlock
cormons were
without limit some inquirers were unaware that mormons
believers in the bible or that it was a religion at all and one man
expressed the desire to be baptized into utah 83
cormons worked or prayed no matter
no matter how hard the mormons
how many missionaries were assigned to scotland no matter how many
new ways of awakening the people to their message were tried relatively
few people responded and mormonism in scotland almost became
dormant A faithful remnant persisted however and if the reports in the
millennial star reflect fewer and fewer baptisms they exude a note of
hopefulness pathetic at times that scotland would yet see better days
but the better days never came in the nineteenth century not until the
1960s with new social and economic conditions a new kind of
mormonism and a radically different approach to proselyting would the
cormons in scotland climb above the benchmark of some
number of mormons
3300 set almost a century before
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